
Gabi, a Girl in PiecesGabi, a Girl in Pieces
by Isabel Quintero
Sixteen-year-old Gabi Hernandez chronicles her senior
year in high school as she copes with her friend Cindy's
pregnancy, friend Sebastian's coming out, her father's
meth habit, her own cravings for food and cute boys,
and especially, the poetry that helps forge her identity

Highly Illogical BehaviorHighly Illogical Behavior
by John Corey Whaley
An agoraphobic teen who has not left his house for
three years is sought out by a girl determined to get
into a top-tier psychology program by treating him a
plan that is challenged by their growing bond.

All American BoAll American Boysys
by Jason Reynolds & Brenden Kiely
When sixteen-year-old Rashad is mistakenly accused of
stealing, classmate Quinn witnesses his brutal beating
at the hands of a police officer who happens to be the
older brother of his best friend

StSteeplejackeeplejack
by A. J. Hartley
Repairing roof fixtures in her ethnically diverse industrial
city in an alternate world resembling Victorian South
Africa, 17-year-old Anglet Sutonga investigates the
death of a young apprentice while caring for her sister's
baby.

Ms. MarvMs. Marvel : No Normalel : No Normal
by G. Willow Wilson
Kamala Khan, a Pakistani American girl from Jersey City
who lives a conservative Muslim lifestyle with her family,
suddenly acquires superhuman powers and, despite the
pressures of school and home, tries to use her abilities to
help her community.
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The Sun is Also a StThe Sun is Also a Starar
by Nicola Yoon
A scientifically minded girl who avoids relationships to help
keep her family from being deported and a dutiful student
who endeavors to live up to his parents' high expectations
unexpectedly fall in love and must determine which path
they will choose in order to be together.

A list of cagesA list of cages
by Robin Roe
Landing an elective to serve as an aide to the school
psychologist, Adam, a student struggling with ADHD, is
assigned to track down a troubled freshman he discovers
is the foster brother he has not seen in five years.

Additional Titles
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Tiny prTiny preetty thingstty things by Sona Charaipotra
The stThe star-tar-touched queenouched queen by Roshani Chokshi
EndangerEndangereded by L. R. Giles
TTo All the boo All the boys I'vys I've loe lovved befored beforee by Jenny Han
The summer princeThe summer prince by Alaya Dawn Johnson
Goldie VGoldie Vance: Vance: Volume Oneolume One by Hope Larsen
The SecrThe Secreet of a Heart Not of a Heart Nottee by Stacey Lee
MarMarchch by John Lewis
LegendLegend by Marie Lu
How it went downHow it went down by Kekla Magoon
SoldSold by Patricia McCormick
When the Moon wWhen the Moon was oursas ours by Anna-Marie McLemore
When Dimple MeWhen Dimple Met Rishit Rishi by Sandhya Menon
GheGhetttto cowboo cowboyy by Greg Neri
The Turtle of OmanThe Turtle of Oman by Naomi Shihab Nye
LucLucy and Linhy and Linh by Alice Pung
If I WIf I Was Yas Your Girlour Girl by Meredith Russo
EndangerEndangereded by Eliot Schrefer
X : a noX : a novvelel by Ilyasah Shabazz
HistHistory is All Yory is All You Left Meou Left Me by Adam Silvera
The WThe Walls Aralls Around Usound Us by Nova Ren Suma
An Ember in the AshesAn Ember in the Ashes by Sabaa Tahir
This one summerThis one summer by Mariko Tamaki
The hatThe hate u give u givee by Angie Thomas
Because yBecause you'll neou'll nevver meeer meet met me by Leah Thomas
A time tA time to danceo dance by Padma Venkatraman
Black doBlack dovve, white, white Rave Ravenen by Elizabeth Wein
The stThe steep & thorny weep & thorny wayay by Cat Winters
AftAfter Tuper Tupac & D Fostac & D Fosterer by Jacqueline Woodson
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